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THE IMAGINARY MADMAN
by Alonso Alegria (after Moliere)

Directed by Alonso Alegria
Sets Designed by H. Paul Mazer
Costumes Designed by Mary Levin
Lighting Designed by Peter Nash Glynn

CAST

Leopold Argue ........ Gary Davis
Antonia, the housekeeper .......... Gloria Carrera Mazer
Angela, Leopold's daughter .......... Rhonda "Ru" Flynn
BeeBee, Leopold's second wife .......... Loren Cohen
Mr. Goodfaith, lawyer .......... Jorge Casanova
Clarence Benjamin .......... Steven Michael Salter
Thomas Purgement, Jr., M.D., Psychiatrist .......... Stuart Wein
Dr. Purgement, Sr., M.D., Psychiatrist .......... Dana Gold
Louise, Leopold's daughter .......... Pem Price
Albert, Leopold's brother .......... Wayne Tetrick

Time: the Present
Place: Miami Beach
there will be one 10 minute intermission

FIU Theatre is sponsored by the Department of Performing Arts and the Student Government Association.

PRODUCTION STAFF

Technical Director .......... Peter Nash Glynn
Stage Manager ............ Elayne Davis
Director's Assistant .......... Libby Morillas
Assistant Technical Directors .......... Sherri Seiger, Pete Denike
Master Carpenter .......... Marc Shapiro
Lighting .......... Chindy L. Chicvara, Pete Denike
Sound .......... Elena Villar
Properties .......... Cindy L. Chicvara
Set Construction .......... Gary Davis, Maria Chavez, Fermin Bernabe
                      Sarita Sukhdeo, Paul Mullen, Bob Gross
                      Eddie Khatmor, Marina Tangari, Elena Villar
Costume Assistant .......... Elizabeth Ronca
House Manager .......... Paul Mullen
Computer Specialist .......... Dave Evers
Publicity .......... Birdie McLaughlin

our thanks to Beth Puckett and Ron Durst

FIU THEATRE STAFF

Director of Theatre .......... H. Paul Mazer
Director of Design .......... Judith Edwards
Directors .......... Alonso Alegria
Technical Director .......... Peter Nash Glynn
Publicity Director .......... Birdie McLaughlin